
Seddo� Deadl� Sin� Men�
148 Victoria Street Seddon VIC 3011, SEDDON, Australia

(+61)396893092 - http://www.facebook.com/Seddon-Deadly-Sins-Cafe-
161101910620892

Here you can find the menu of Seddon Deadly Sins in SEDDON. At the moment, there are 24 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What kiwistephen likes about Seddon

Deadly Sins:
We have been to deadly sins quite a few times for breakfast. The food selection is good but a little pricey. The
hot chocolate is good to have and normally comes out quick. I normally have the bacon and egg pide which is

one of the better value items at $10. I normally get the hash browns as well and by the end of eating all of this I
am full. The staff are friendly and the place is normally very busy. The menus are... read more. The premises on
site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the

weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What   doesn't like about Seddon Deadly Sins:
Dissapointed in writing this as I had been here before and was agreeing with my partner to come n try more of
the menu offerrings in the future. But sunday afternoon we went in and sat by the front window to tuck into the

chicken burger for n blt for my partner. She was happy with hers, thought mine was not bad but felt suspicious of
a chicken burger with a pattie about an inch thick n not really recognising chicken... read more. At Seddon

Deadly Sins in SEDDON, you get a abundant brunch for breakfast and you can at will indulge, Additionally, they
provide you typical Australian dishes with ingredients like bush tomatoes and finger limes. Even if you're only a

bit hungry, you can still treat yourself to one of the delicious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack,
Furthermore, the guests of the restaurant enjoy the comprehensive selection of the differing coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant has available.
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Süße Desserts
CREPES

Extras
SWEET POTATO

Schnitzel*
SCHNITZEL

Chicken
CHICKEN SCHNITZEL

Vegetarian dishes
PITA

Main Course
PORK BELLY

Pide
PIDE

Hot Drink
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffee
COFFEE

Biscuits and Cookies
CHEESECAKE

Restaurant Category
COCKTAIL

These types of dishes
are being served
LAMB

BREAD

SANDWICH

SALAD

PANINI

Dishes are prepared
with

EGGS

POTATOES

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

CHOCOLATE

BLUE CHEESE

CHEESE

POTATO
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